Who we are

UTOPIA is an independent firm specialized in Public Affairs, Communications, Legal Affairs and Lobbying, registered in the European Union “Transparency Register”, that can boast a professional team with important expertises in the field of institutions, politics, law and economy, communications and journalism.

Contacts

T. 02-36579180
info@utopialab.it
www.utopialab.it

Activity description

Public Affairs - Communication and Media Relations – Legal Affairs

UTOPIA develops constantly a strong political and institutional network. Activities conducted in a professional way make possible to establish relations among clients and the greatest decision and opinion makers or factories.

UTOPIA promotes strategies and policies to retain stakeholders, to generate credibility outwards, to improve the image and perception of the target audience, to create a favorable climate to support companies’ reputation and to strategically build consent.

UTOPIA Legal Office is able to provide primary legal services in all major areas of law, both in the assistance and advice, both in the litigation.